Abstract. AI-ESTATE standard uses EXPRESS language to describe its diagnostic knowledge, but EXPRESS is not a programming language, which makes it difficult to implement diagnostics using EXPRESS language description. This makes it difficult to share and reuse diagnostic knowledge; XML language with its good flexibility, readability and extensibility, it has brought great convenience to information exchange. Mapping the EXPRESS language to XML Schema is of great significance for the sharing of diagnostic knowledge. First, the data types of the EXPRESS language and XML Schema are analysed; then, mapping mechanism of the simple data types, aggregate data type, and structural data types to XML data types in EXPRESS are studied separately. Finally, based on the analysis of the AI-ESTATE standard common element model data type, the process of describing the diagnostic knowledge of the common element model using XML Schema standardization is studied, and the diagnostic knowledge can be portable and reused.
INTRODUCTION
With the increase in the performance and complexity of weapons and equipment, traditional test and diagnostic techniques and ideas have exposed a large number of problems. At this stage, weapons and equipment testing and diagnostic systems are mostly aimed at a specific one or a certain type of equipment. There is a general lack of versatility, scalability, and poor portability, and it is difficult to achieve the sharing and reuse of diagnostic knowledge and data. Not only caused a lot of waste of resources, but also hindered the development of fault diagnosis technology.AI-ESTATE standard regulate test environment under the intelligent diagnosis of knowledge, data and service description, in order to achieve diagnostic knowledge can be exchanges, reuse and shared provide a way [1] . This standard contains 5 kinds of diagnosis model [2] [3] , of which the Common Element Model (CEM) is the foundation model, others. Models are extended on the basis of CEM, the model uses EXPRESS language to describe the diagnostic knowledge, as EXPRESS language can not be directly used to achieve programming, making diagnosis difficult to share. Under this circumstance, this article seeks to use the diagnostic model defined by the AI-ESTATE standard as a basis, to seek a language that is more advantageous in terms of data exchange to standardize the information description, and the XML language is undoubtedly a good choice. Based on AI-ESTATE, a standardized description of the diagnostic model can be implemented based on XML Schema [4] . 
XML SCHEMA AND EXPRESS

XML Schema
EXPRESS
EXPRESS is a canonical information modelling language that provides a detailed description of the specification of objects in the ontology and provides a description of the information and constraints associated with those objects. EXPRESS language is not a programming language, does not contain input and output, information processing 
Mapping of constant
A constant type CONSTANT can be described in EXPRESS, but the constants are not defined in the XML, so CONSTANT EXPRESS description does not exactly match the XML description. We can only follow the principle of name correspondence, meaning and consistency. A constant description is converted to an element, the constant identifier is converted to the element's name attribute, the base type is converted to an EXPRESS element attribute, the expression is a child element, and the XML of the EXPRESS constant is described as follows: <xs:element name="CONSTANT"> <xs:complexType> <xs:sequence> <xs:element ref="doc:description" minOccurs="0"/> <xs:group ref="doc:datatype"/> </xs:sequence> <xs:attribute name="name" type="doc:identifier" use="required" /> <xs:attribute name="expression" type="doc:express.text" use="required"/> </xs:complexType> </xs:element>
Mapping of simple data type
The structure of a simple data type is simple, considering mapping it as simple data type or attributes in XML Schema. Due to in the EXPRESS language, an entity may contain more than one attribute value or element. Some attributes are closely related to the entities, such as the names and descriptive attributes in the entity. If the mapping is a simple type and can't reflect the close relationship with the entity, this attribute is mapped to the data type that is closely related to the entity attributes, while simplifying the structure at the same time better reflect the attributes and entities directly affiliated [6] . In the real type, for example, the identifier in the EXPRESS language is directly mapped to the name attribute value of the XML Schema language simple type. The data type REAL mapping is to the base attribute value in the type restriction, and the Restrictions on the size of data in the WHERE domain rules map to the extent faces in the constraint surface. It is worth noting that, if there are constraints, REAL can only map to decimal and its precision maps to the precision face in the constraint surface. 
TYPE
Mapping of structural data type
Structural data type in EXPRESS includes enumeration data type and selecting data type. The enumeration data type can be mapped to a qualified derived type from the simple type of XML Schema. The identifier is mapped to a simple type name attribute, and the base attribute in restriction needs to determine the data type according to the value. The content of the enumeration type is mapped to the enumeration surface in the constraint type constraint surface. Due to XML Schema simple type can't directly describe the selection process, the selection type is mapped to a complex type in XML Schema, the selection type is mapped to the name attribute value in a complex type, and the only one type making a choice statement on complex type declarations, and choosing the type's concrete value mapping for the element attribute values in the choice declaration, it's worth noting that in the content model as specified, only one element can be typed in the instance document,value1, value2, value3 choose a value, we can't insert the three values together. 
XML SCHEMA DESCRIPTION OF CEM DATA TYPE
The common element model (CEM) is one of the most basic models in the AI-ESTATE standard (IEEE1232 standard). All other models are extended by CEM. The standard uses the EXPRESS language to describe the model. Due to the limitation of the EXPRESS language, Diagnostic knowledge is difficult to be shared and reuse, so consider to map EXPRESS language into XML language, make information with portable Io and interoperability.
Analysis of data type in CEM
The data type involved in CEM are simple data type and structural data type and entities. Based on the first two parts, this paper gives an example of how to standardize the entities. 
XML Schema Description of CEM Data Type
Mapping the EXPRESS data type that appear in CEM to XML Schema following the mapping rules in Section 2. Mapping real and string type to simple type or properties of XML Schema, those type that appear in the entity and are closely related to the entity are mapped as attributes of the entity, the rest are mapped as simple XML Schema type and where the domain rules are mapped as XML Schema constraints, it is worth noting that not every type has 12 constraint surfaces, each type may have one or more constraint surface. Mapping the enumeration data type to simple XML Schema type using the restriction statement. Mapping selection data type to a complex type of XML Schema. Using choice declaration, and there can not have more than one element in an instance document.
The following string type Description Type, enumeration type ActionCost Type and selection type FailureDistribution as an example, its XML description.
(1)Enumeration type of XML Schema description
The enumeration type Color is described in the EXPRESS language as: TYPE Color=ENUMERATION OF (RED, BLACK, WHITE, BLUE, GREEN, YELLOW, PINK); END_TYPE; According to the mapping rules, using XML Schema described as: <xs：simpleType> <xs：restriction base="XS：string"> <xs：enumeration value=" RED"/> <xs：enumeration value=" BLACK"/> <xs：enumeration value=" WHITE"/> <xs：enumeration value=" GREEN"/> <xs：enumeration value=" YELLOW"/> <xs：enumeration value=" PINK"/> </xs：restriction> </xs：simpleType> (2) XML Schema description of the string type
The EXPRESS language for string type NameType in CEM is described below: TYPE NameType=STRING; END_TYPE; Mapping it as an XML Schema according to the mapping rules to simple type is built into a simple type string, which can be constrained in the constraint surface if the length of the string is limited, as described in the following XML Schema:
<xs：simpleType name="NameType"> <xs：restriction base="XS：string" /> Since the confidence attribute of the entity outcome is optional, mapping is achieved through attribute use="optional", and the name and description attributes need a use="required" constraint to map it to a complex type attribute.
The standard description of the entity outcome XML Schema is shown in Figure 5 . 
CONCLUSION
This paper starting from the data type of EXPRESS language and XML language, studies the mapping mechanism of simple data type, aggregate data type and structural data type to XML Schema data type in EXPRESS respectively. Based on the analysis of the data type of common element model in AI-ESTATE standard, this paper discusses how to describe the data type in common element model by using XML Schema and illustrates the mapping of entity type in the model, which is more convenient for diagnosis knowledge sharing and porting also provide the foundation for the XML Schema description of other diagnostic models in the standard. 
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